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Chairman Thune, Ranking Member Schatz, and members of the Subcommittee, thank you for
inviting me to speak today. My name is Rashida Richardson and I am the Director of Policy
Research at the AI Now Institute at New York University. AI Now is the first university research
institute dedicated to understanding the social implications of artificial intelligence (“AI”). Part of
my role includes researching the increasing use of and reliance on data-driven technologies,
including algorithmic systems and AI, and then designing and implementing policy and legal
frameworks to address and mitigate problems identified in our research.
The use of data-driven technologies like recommendation algorithms, predictive analytics, and
inferential systems, are rapidly expanding in both consumer and government sectors. These
technologies impact consumers across many core domains -- from health care to education to
employment to the news and media landscape -- and they affect the distribution of goods,
services, and opportunities. Thus, they have a profound impact on people’s lives and
livelihoods. Though these technologies affect hundreds of millions of Americans, they are
primarily developed and deployed by a few powerful private sector companies, and are
therefore shaped by the incentives, values, and interests of these companies. Companies that
arguably have limited insight into whether their products will harm consumers, and even less
experience mitigating those harms or determining how to ensure that their technology products
reflect the broader public interest. So while most technology companies promise that their
products will lead to broad societal benefit, there is little evidence to support these claims. In
fact, mounting evidence points to the contrary.1 A recent notable example emerged when
internal IBM documents showed its Watson supercomputer, which was designed to improve
patient outcomes, provided unsafe and erroneous cancer treatment recommendations.2 This is
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just one of numerous examples that have come to light in the last year, showing the difference
between the marketing used to sell these technologies, and the reality of how these
technologies ultimately perform.3
While many powerful industries pose potential harms to consumers with new products, the
industry producing algorithmic and AI systems poses three particular risks that current laws and
incentive structures fail to adequately address: (1) harm from biased training data, algorithms, or
other system flaws that tend to reproduce historical and existing social inequities; (2) harm from
optimization systems that prioritizes technology companies’ interests often at the expense of
broader societal interests; and (3) the use of ‘black box’ technologies that prevent public
transparency, accountability, and oversight.
First, AI systems are trained on data sets that reflect historical and existing social and economic
conditions. Thus, this data is neither neutral or objective, which leads to AI systems reflecting
and amplifying cultural biases, value judgements, and social inequities. For instance, a recent
study found that mechanisms in Facebook’s ad targeting and delivery systems led to certain
demographic segments of users being shown ads for housing and employment in a manner that
aligns with gender and racial stereotypes.4 Similarly, in 2018 Amazon chose to abandon an
experimental hiring tool designed to help rank job candidates based on resumes. The tool
turned out to be biased against women candidates because it learned from past gender-biased
hiring preferences, and based on this, downgraded resumes from candidates who attended two
all-women’s colleges - along with those that contained even the word women’s.5 This outcome
is particularly noteworthy because as one of the most well-resourced AI companies globally,
Amazon was unable to mitigate or remedy this bias issue; yet, start-ups and other companies
offering similar resume screening services proliferate.6
The use of flawed datasets and their biased outcomes create feedback loops that reverberate
throughout society and are very difficult, if not impossible, to mitigate through traditional
mathematical or technological techniques and audits.7 Indeed, most existing laws and
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regulations struggle to account for or adequately remedy these challenges, as they tend to
focus on individual acts of discrimination and less on systemic or computational forms of bias.
For example, in recently-settled litigation against Facebook, the company tried to evade liability
for the aforementioned discriminatory outcomes produced by its ad targeting and delivery
platform. Facebook claimed it was simply a “neutral” platform under Section 230 of the
Communications Decency Act’s content safe harbors, despite recent research that
demonstrated that the discriminatory outcomes were also attributed to Facebook’s own,
independent actions.8
Second, many consumer facing products are optimization systems, which are designed to
prioritize technology companies’ monetary interests and focus on scaling ideal outcomes rather
than understanding potential flaws and adversarial behaviors in the design process. These
skewed priorities in the absence of stringent design standards pose several social risks such as,
optimizing internet platforms for engagement, which can lead to profiling and mass
manipulation, while also ignoring ‘externalities,’ like design tradeoffs that harm non-users and
affected environments or markets.9 For example, the navigation application, Waze10, has been
subject to public and government scrutiny for instances where these consequences of
optimization have actualized, including directing drivers towards forest fires during emergency
evacuations, and redirecting highway commuters to residential streets, resulting in more
accidents since these areas were unequipped to handle an influx of cars.11 These outcomes are
common, and rarely properly addressed, because technology companies lack incentives to
comprehensively assess the negative effects of optimization within and outside a given
technology, remedy their failures, and prioritize societal benefits (e.g.- incorporating the needs
of all relevant stakeholders and environments).
Third, most of these technologies are “black boxes,” both technologically and legally.
Technologically, they are black boxes because most of the internal workings are hidden away
inside the companies, hosted on their internal computer servers, without any regular means of
public oversight, audit, or inspection to address consumer harm concerns. Legally, technology
companies obstruct efforts of algorithmic accountability through claims of proprietary or “trade
secret” legal protections, even though there is often no evidence that legitimate inspection,
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auditing, or oversight poses any competitive risks.12 This means that neither government nor
consumers are able to meaningfully assess or validate the claims made by companies. Some
technology companies have suggested that the risks of emerging data driven technologies will
eventually be mitigated by more technological innovation.13 Conveniently, all of these
remediations rely on us to trust the technology industry, which has few incentives or
requirements to be accountable for the harms they produce or exacerbate.
Yet, history and current research demonstrates that there are significant limitations to relying
solely on technical fixes and “self regulation” to address these urgent concerns.14 Neither of
these approaches allow room for public oversight and other accountability measures since
technology companies remain the gatekeepers of important information that government and
consumers would need to validate the utility, safety, and risks of these technologies. Ultimately,
we are being asked to take technology companies’ claims at face value, despite evidence from
investigative journalists, researchers, and emerging litigation that demonstrate that these
systems can, and do, fail in significant and dangerous ways.15 To cite a few examples:
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Cambridge Analytica’s exfiltration of Facebook user data exposed extreme breaches of
consumer data privacy.
Facebook’s Ad-Targeting lawsuits and settlements highlighted ways the platform helped
facilitate and possibly conceal discrimination.16
The aftermath of the Christchurch Massacre and other deplorable terrorist attacks
revealed how the engagement-driven design of Facebook, Youtube and other platforms
have amplified misinformation, incited more violence, and increased radicalization.17
Google’s Dragonfly project demonstrated the intense secrecy around socially significant
and ethically questionable corporate decisions.18

These types of controversies are increasingly common, and show the harm that technologies
optimized for narrow goals like engagement, speed, or profit, at the expense of social and
ethical considerations like safety or accuracy, can cause. And unlike other important and
complex domains like health, education, criminal justice, and welfare, that each have their own
histories, hazards, and regulatory frameworks, the technology sector has continued to expand
and evolve without adequate governance, transparency, accountability, or oversight regimes.19
We are at a critical moment where Congress is in a position to act on some of the most pressing
issues facing our social and economic institutions, and by doing so pave the way for a
technological future that is safe, accountable, and equitable. Local, state and other national
governments are taking action by performing domain specific inquiries to independently assess
the actual benefits and risks of certain technologies. In some cases, they are creating
transparency requirements or limitations on the use of technologies they deem too risky.20
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Congress can build on this work and take actions that can help create necessary transparency,
accountability and oversight mechanisms that empower relevant government agencies and
even consumers to assess the utility and risks of certain technological platforms. The remainder
of this testimony will highlight actions Congress can take to address specific concerns of data
driven technologies.
AI Now’s Policy Recommendations for Congress
1. Require Technology Companies to Waive Trade Secrecy and Other Legal Claims That
Hinder Oversight and Accountability Mechanisms
Corporate secrecy laws are a barrier to due process when technologies are used in the public
sector. They can inhibit necessary government oversight and enforcement of consumer
protection laws,21 which contribute to the “black box effect,” making it hard to assess bias,
contest decisions, or remedy errors. Anyone procuring these technologies for use in the public
sector should demand that vendors waive these claims before entering into any agreements.
Additionally, limiting the use of these legal claims can help facilitate better oversight by state
and federal consumer protection agencies and enforcement of false and deceptive practice
laws.
2. Require Public Disclosure of Technologies That Are Involved in Any Decisions About
Consumers by Name and Vendor
The need for meaningful insight and transparency is clear when you examine the way in which
infrastructure owned by the major technology companies is repurposed by other businesses.
Technology companies license AI application program interfaces (APIs), or “AI as a service” to
third parties, who apply them to one or another purpose.22 These business relationships, in
which one organization repurposes potentially flawed and biased AI systems created by large
technology companies, are rarely disclosed to the public, and are often protected under
nondisclosure agreements. Even knowing that a given company is using an AI model created by
Facebook, Google, or Amazon is currently hard, if not impossible, to ascertain. Thus,
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understanding the implications of bad, biased, or misused models is not currently possible.
Consumers deserve to know about which data-based technologies are used to make decisions
about them or affect the types of services, resources, or opportunities made available to them.
Requiring disclosure of the type of technology used and which vendors it originates from will
provide consumers with the kind of notice necessary to enforce their due process rights.
3. Empower Consumer Protection Agencies to Apply “Truth in Advertising Laws” to
Algorithmic Technology Providers
Some technology companies and platforms serve as vendors to other companies or
governments, often advertising their systems as capable of “objective” predictions,
determinations, and decision-making without disclosing the risks and concerns, which include
bias, discrimination, manipulation, and privacy harms. An example of this is the previously
mentioned gender-biased hiring algorithm created by Amazon. Amazon shelved that project but
imagine if they had instead sold it ‘as a service’ for other employers to use, such as companies
like HireVue and Applied, who currently sell similar AI-enabled automated hiring and recruitment
services. There are currently no legal mechanisms or requirements for companies who want to
innovate their HR processes to determine whether these problems exist.
Though the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) does currently have jurisdiction to look for fraud
and deception in advertising,23 it has not yet looked at or tested many of these artificial
intelligence, machine learning, or automated decision systems. Empowering the FTC to
investigate and pursue enforcement through its existing authority is an urgent priority that
Congress should support.
4. Revitalize the Congressional Office of Technology Assessment to Perform Pre-Market
Review and Post-Market Monitoring of Technologies
Data driven technologies can pose significant risks to an individual’s rights, liberties,
opportunities and life; therefore, technologies that are likely to pose such risk should be subject
to greater scrutiny before and after they are made available to consumers or government
institutions. The Office of Technology Assessment existed from 1972 to 1995 to analyze these
types of complex scientific and technical issues, and should be refunded to perform this function
for Congress.24 The Office could convene both technical and domain-specific experts (e.g.
practitioners and individuals likely to be affected by the technology) to assess whether certain
technologies meet the claims made by technology companies, or whether they pose ethical
risks warranting the imposition of technical or external restrictions before the technologies are
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publicly released. Once a product is made public, the Office should be empowered to perform
periodic monitoring to ensure it continues to meet pre-market standards, and does not pose
serious risks to the public.
5. Enhanced Whistleblower Protections for Technology Company Employees That
Identify Unethical or Unlawful Uses of AI or Algorithms
Organizing and resistance by technology workers has emerged as a force for accountability and
ethical decision making.25 Many technology companies workforce are organized in silos, which
can also contribute to opacity during product development. Thus whistleblowers can serve a
crucial role in revealing problems that may not otherwise visible to relevant oversight bodies, or
even to all of the workforce at a given firm. Whistleblowers in the technology industry can be a
crucial component to government oversight and should have enhanced protections as they
serve the public interest.
6. Require Any Transparency or Accountability Mechanism To Include A Detailed
Account and Reporting of The “Full Stack Supply Chain”
For meaningful accountability, we need to better understand and track the component parts of
an AI system and the full supply chain on which it relies: that means accounting for the origins
and use of training data, test data, models, application program interfaces (APIs), and other
infrastructural components over a product life cycle. This type of accounting for the “full stack
supply chain” of AI systems is a necessary condition for a more responsible form of auditing.
The full stack supply chain also includes understanding the true environmental and labor costs
of AI systems, as well as understanding risks to non-users. This incorporates energy use, the
use of labor in the developing world for content moderation and training data creation, and the
reliance on clickworkers to develop and maintain AI systems.26 This type of accounting may also
incentivize companies to develop more inclusive product design that engages different teams
and expertise earlier to better assess the implications throughout the product life cycle.
Companies can submit these reports to the appropriate executive agency that regulates AI in
the sector where the technology is being used.
7. Require Companies to Perform and Publish Algorithmic Impact Assessments Prior to
Public Use of Products and Services
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In 2018, AI Now published an Algorithmic Impact Assessment (AIA) framework, which offers a
practical transparency and accountability framework for assessing the use and impact of
algorithmic systems in government, including AI based systems.27 AIAs draw directly from
impact assessment frameworks in environmental protection, human rights, privacy, and data
protection policy domains by combining public agency review and public input.28 When
implemented in government, AIAs provides both the agency and the public the opportunity to
evaluate the potential impacts of the adoption of an algorithmic system before the agency has
committed to its use. AIAs also require ongoing monitoring and review, recognizing that the
dynamic contexts within which such systems are applied.
The framework has been adopted in Canada, and is being considered by local, state, and
national governments globally.29 Though it was originally proposed to address concerns
associated with government use of automated decisions systems, the framework can also be
integrated into private companies before a product or service is used by the public. This can
provide companies opportunities to assess and possibly mitigate adverse or unanticipated
outcomes during the development process. It can also provide the government and public with
greater transparency and strengthen existing consumer accountability mechanisms. It can
encourage the development of safer and more ethical technologies by requiring companies to
engage external stakeholders in review, who are likely to identify technical mistakes, design
oversights, or even less obvious adverse outcomes.
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